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Make Sure Your Blog, Website Or Funnel Is Mobile-Friendly

For the past few years, Google has been
shifting its focus to mobile search.

As of now, it’s known for sure that 70% of
the whole web is on mobile-�rst indexing. In
terms of SEO, this means that Googlebot
indexes the mobile version of your site
instead of the desktop one.

Thus, if your site isn’t mobile-friendly,
chances are it won’t see high rankings.

With the so-called “Mobilegeddon” update,
Google penalized websites that were not
mobile-friendly. However, this applied only to
mobile search, which share was much lower
than desktop at that time.

This has changed dramatically when we �rst
heard about the mobile-�rst index. Starting
from 2017, Google slowly began to crawl the
web using the smartphone Googlebot. Fast
forward to 2022 and we’re having 70% of the
whole web on the mobile-�rst index. And it
keeps extending to �nally reach 100%.

In short, only the mobile version of your
webpage is now used for indexing and
ranking purposes.
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Today, more than half of all web searches
come from mobile devices. As the share of

mobile devices keeps growing monthly, this
trend will only strengthen.



Note that all websites that went live after July 1, 2019, are on mobile-�rst indexing. So if you
started your website, blog or funnel after this, then skip ahead to the next page.

Another way to make websites mobile-friendly is dynamic serving. 

With dynamic serving, the server responds with di�erent HTML (and CSS) on the same URL
depending on which user agent requests the page (mobile, tablet, or desktop).

Here’s how it works:
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This method is more time-consuming as you have to create two versions of the same
webpage. Plus, you have to keep up with the latest gadgets that are being released. If you
don’t, the desktop version of your site will be loaded on newer mobile devices. 

If you choose this mobile con�guration, you’re likely to see serious troubles with duplicate
content, which can hurt your site’s SEO. What’s more, HTML and CSS allow us to do
unheard-of things with websites today, so a responsive design is preferred.

How fast your site loads on mobiles is crucial.

One of the studies cited in Google’s blog post revealed that mobile users tend to keep
their attention on the screen only for 4-8 seconds at a time. If your web page takes longer
to load, you’re losing a ton of visitors.



Optimize The Meta Description
What is a Meta Description you ask?

The meta description is an HTML tag that provides search engines and searchers a description
of what the page is about. It is displayed on search engine results pages (SERPs) underneath
the title of the page.

The meta description is an HTML tag that you control. You can create and optimize your own
meta descriptions.

Search snippets are the descriptions Google shows for your webpages. It could either be the
meta description you have created, or it could be something completely di�erent. Google
controls this.

Why wouldn’t Google use your meta description? Depending on the search query, Google may
generate a description for your webpage that is entirely di�erent from the meta description
you created.

Why Are Meta Descriptions Important For SEO?

As many other ranking factors have come into play, meta descriptions have become less
impactful and are no longer used at all in ranking. In fact, Google con�rmed in 2009 that while
meta information had been used by search engines in ranking in the earliest days of Google, it
had been devalued long before even then. 

So how are they used today?

Meta descriptions can help drive clicks, tra�c, potential conversions, and revenue by:

Higher quality tra�c: The higher up in the SERPs you are, the more likely you’ll get clicks
which in turn result in more higher quality tra�c. Zero Limit Web revealed that 81.3% of
searches resulted in a page 1 Google organic click. And the results from 6 to 10 only accounted
for 3.73% of clicks.

Potential conversions: Crafting a well-written meta description that is closely related to the
topic of the page, is interesting to users, and is highly optimized for user intent can increase
conversions from search to your site signi�cantly.

Optimize by: Including Keywords Your Audience Actually Searches On, Take Advantage Of
Trending Social Headlines, Target A Speci�c Search Intent and Refresh Your Meta Descriptions
On Older Content.
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Use Google's Search Console

Google Search Console is one of the most powerful, free SEO tools out there. But most people
never use it for anything more than checking vanity metrics like clicks and impressions.

Google Search Console (previously Google Webmaster Tools) is a free service from Google
that helps you monitor and troubleshoot your website’s appearance in their search results.

Use it to �nd and �x technical errors, submit sitemaps, see backlinks, and more.

How to set up Google Search Console? Watch this video for an in depth tutorial: 

https://youtu.be/FXVEb_eklhk

By following these tips, you will be on your way to upgrading your social media, funnels and
other business and marketing endeavors!
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